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a b s t r a c t
The performance of a Video-on-Demand broadcasting scheme is commonly evaluated
by the maximum waiting time encountered by the customer before viewing can start.
This paper addresses the issue of minimizing the average waiting time. Recently, we
proposed Harmonic Block Windows scheduling to specifically minimize the average
waiting time for given bandwidth. Here, we present an efficient heuristic algorithm that
generates asymptotically optimal Harmonic Block Windows schedules. Using simulation,
we demonstrate that, as we increase the ‘‘block size’’, the normalized average waiting time
of these schedules approaches the theoretical minimum achievable by any ‘‘fixed start
points’’ schedule.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In order to address the scalability issue in Video-on-Demand (VoD), the use of broadcastingwas proposed byDan, Sitaram
and Shahabuddin [4]. After the pioneering work by Viswanathan and Imielinski [19] and Hollmann and Holzscherer [8]
on segmented broadcasting, a large number of broadcasting schemes have been proposed. One of the most important
performance metrics for these VoD broadcasting schemes is the waiting time, or start-up delay, for given bandwidth. To
eliminate one variable, thewaiting time is commonlynormalizedbydividing it by theduration of the video. Themaximum(or
worst-case)waiting time of various broadcasting schemes is nowwell understood. Gao, Kurose and Townsley [7] derived the
well-known tight lower bound, 1/(ec − 1), on the normalized maximumwaiting time, where c is the amount of bandwidth
available, expressed as the ratio over the display rate. Evans and Kirkpatric derived the tight lower bound on the maximum
waiting time for the case where the customer has less bandwidth than the server at his/her disposal [6].
The existing broadcasting schemes can be classified into the following two types [10]. With a fixed-delay scheme, the
customer must initially wait for a fixed amount of time before viewing can start, but with a fixed start points (FSP) scheme,
the customer starts downloading the video at one of the prespecified points in time, and starts viewing at the same or a later
prespecified point. Clearly, in a fixed-delay scheme there is no difference between the maximum and the average waiting
time. Therefore, in this paper we are interested only in the FSP schemes. The bound mentioned above, 1/(ec − 1), is also
the tight lower bound on the maximum waiting time for the FSP schemes. Which is more important for a typical user, the
maximum waiting time or the average waiting time, may be an interesting human interface topic, but it is not a topic for
discussion in this paper. We are only interested in showing that, if the minimization of the average waiting time is desired,
then there is a way to achieve it.
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Table 1
The number of segments that can be scheduled in c channels
# of channels (c) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Harmonic bound 1 3 10 30 82 226 615 1673
HW upp. bnd [1,18] 1 3 9 28 77 220 570 1573
HW best known [18] 1 3 9 26 73 201 565 1523
HBW upp. bnd [16] 1 3.600 10.76 30.15 82.82 226.0 615.2 1673.2
For an FSP scheme, thewaiting time is variable. It appears that Pâris [14]was the first to allude to the averagewaiting time
of FSP schemes. Later, Tseng, Yang and Chang [18] computed the average waiting time for a special class of FSP schedules.
The average waiting time was also examined by Lin in [11]. Sun and Kameda [15,16] established the tight lower bound for
the FSP schemes, which is almost exactly 1/(1.123ec − 1). Tseng and Kirkpatrick [17] proved a general lower bound of
1/(4ec − 1) for any scheme, including non-FSP schemes.
In many broadcasting models, including the one used by Hollmann and Holzscherer [8], a few variations of Pagoda
Broadcasting due to Pâris [12], and Windows scheduling due to Bar-Noy and Ladner [1], a video is modeled as a sequence
of equally-sized segments (called pages in [1]), and a channel is modeled as a sequence of slots, such that a segment can be
transmitted in a slot at the display rate. Suppose that segment i (i = 1, 2, . . .) appears at least once in every i slots. (It need
not appear in the same channel each time.) A user waits for a slot boundary and starts viewing the first segment of a video
as it comes in, downloading some other segments concurrently from other channels. By the time s/he has finished viewing
the first segment, the second segment has either already appeared or is about to begin in some channel. In any case, s/he
can view it without interruption, either from the buffer (in the former case) or directly from the channel (in the latter case).
Similarly, s/he can view all subsequent segments seamlessly.
Suppose that c channels are available to broadcast a video. Maximizing the number of segments that can be broadcast
over c channels, satisfying the requirement that segment i appear at least once in every i slots, minimizes the ratio of the
slot time over the entire video duration, and hence the normalized average waiting time, which is the ratio of half the slot
time over the video duration. Let h(c) denote the maximum integer n satisfying Hn ≤ c , where Hn is the nth harmonic
number. If segment imust appear at least once in every i slots, as in Harmonic Windows (HW) scheduling [1], then h(c) is
an upper bound on the number of segments that can be scheduled in c channels [1,5]. In Table 1, the ‘‘Harmonic bound’’
row shows h(c) for c = 1, 2, . . . , 8, and the ‘‘HW upper bound’’ values, showing improved upper bounds, are cited from [1,
18]. The ‘‘HW best known’’ row of Table 1 shows the maximum numbers of segments scheduled on c channels in known
schedules [18].
In Harmonic Block Windows (HBW) scheduling proposed by Sun and Kameda [15,16], channel slots are grouped into slot
blocks and only the slot block boundaries are used as fixed start points. Letm denote the total number of segments that can
be scheduled, and suppose that a slot block of each channel consists of b slots. The normalized average waiting time is given
by 0.5b/m, because the average waiting time is half the slot block time. The objective of this paper is to present an efficient
heuristic algorithm for constructing HBW schedules that minimizes 0.5b/m, as b is increased. Clearly they will maximize
m/b. Since the potential start points are spaced b times farther, we could schedule at least b times as many segments as in
HW scheduling.We thus usem/b for fair comparisonwith the number of segments that can be scheduled in HW scheduling.
The ‘‘HBW upper bound’’ row of Table 1 shows upper bounds on the values of m/b achievable by HBW scheduling [16].
It is seen that, except for the case c = 1, they are larger than the corresponding HW upper bounds (for which b = 1).
Moreover, in Section 6, we will generate schedules whose performance asymptotically approaches the ‘‘HBW upper bound’’
values arbitrarily closely. We shall explain in Section 4.2 that the shifting technique, which was first used by Hollmann and
Holzscherer [8] and later named and discussed by Bar-Noy et al. [2], does not help in reducing the average waiting time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate our problem and review the round-robin
tree introduced by Bar-Noy and Ladner [1]. Section 3 establishes lower bounds on the number of segments that can be
scheduledwithin certain delay for a given number of channels, and Section 4 then reviews Harmonic BlockWindows (HBW)
scheduling. In Section 5 we present a greedy heuristic algorithm, named Promotion, for generating HBW schedules, and in
Section 6wepresent simulation results to compare the performance of Promotion algorithmwith the lower bounds. Finally,
in Section 7 we summarize our contributions.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Problem definition
We represent a video by a sequence of equally-sized segments, s1s2 · · · sm, and define the set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm} of
segments in the video. A channel consists of a sequence of slots, such that a segment fits in a slot exactly. Let t0 (= 0), t1, . . .,
be the time points that delineate the channel slots. We take the slot size as the unit of time, i.e., tk+1 − tk = 1 for all k. We
assume that the video is broadcast over c channels that are synchronized in the sense that the slots start and end at the
same time in all channels. A schedule is a mapping
σ : {t0, t1, . . . , tT−1} → 2S,
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Fig. 1. Plottingwσ1 (t) as a function of t when s1 appears five times in a schedule of duration T .
such that |σ(tk)| = c for all k. Intuitively, σ(tk) is the set of segments sent on the c channels in the time slot (tk, tk+1). Note
that T can be arbitrarily long, and during time duration T , one may be able to view the video more than once. Thus, T is not
related to m. Given a general schedule σ , let wσk (t) denote the time from t to the beginning of the slot in which sk appears
next. Here both t andwσk (t) refer to continuous time, which can be less than a unit of time.
1
The waiting timewhen a user tunes in at time t can be expressed as
dσ (t) = max
1≤k≤m
{wˆσk (t)}, (1)
where wˆσk (t) = max{wσk (t) − (k − 1), 0}. Here we subtract (k − 1) from wσk (t) because segment sk is not needed until
(k−1) units of time after the display of the first segment s1 starts. Our major performancemetric is the average waiting time
given by
d(σ ) = (1/T )
∫ T
t=0
dσ (t)dt = (1/T )
∫ T
t=0
max
1≤k≤m
{wˆσk (t)}dt. (2)
We now state our optimization problem as follows:
Given two positive integers b, c and a sufficiently large positive integer T ,2 find a schedule σ containing the largest number m
of segments under the following two constraints:
d(σ ) ≤ b
2
(3)
|σ(t)| ≤ c for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1. (4)
The segments in σ(t) can be assigned to up to c arbitrary channel slots. Clearly m is a function of b, and 0.5b/m is the
average waiting time normalized by the duration of the video. In the rest of this paper, a schedule that minimizes 0.5b/m
(or equivalently maximizesm/b), will be referred to as an optimal schedule.
Lemma 2.1. Equally spaced s1’s minimize the average waiting time for s1.
Proof. Let `0, `1, . . . , `k1 denote the time intervals between successive appearances of s1 in σ . We have
∑k1
j=1 `j = T , where
T is the duration of the schedule. The reason why `0 is not added in this summation can be seen from Fig. 1, where we plot
wˆσ1 (t) = wσ1 (t). Note that we have `0 = 0 if s1 appears in the first slot of a channel. Since σ is assumed to be periodic with
period T , `k1 is the time interval between the last (i.e, the k1th) appearance of s1 in the current period to the 1st occurrence of
s1 in the next period. In order to compute (1/T )
∫ T
t=0w
σ
1 (t)dt , note that
∫ T
t=0w
σ
1 (t)dt =
∑k1−1
j=0
∫ `j
t=0(`j−t)dt+
∫ `k1−`0
t=0 (`k1−
t) =∑k1j=1 `2j /2. In this derivation, we used the relationship ∫ `0+···+`jt=`0+···+`j−1(`0 + · · · + `j − t)dt = ∫ `jt=0(`j − t)dt .
It is easy to derive3
∑k1
j=1 `
2
j /2 ≥ T 2/2k1, from which we obtain
(1/T )
∫ T
t=0
wσ1 (t)dt ≥ T/2k1, (5)
where equality holds if and only if `j = T/k1 for all j. 
1 Tseng and Kirkpatrick define a similar quantity using discrete time [17].
2 ‘‘Sufficiently large’’ implies that bT/bc ≈ T/b.
3 This follows from
∑k1
j=1 `j = T and Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, which asserts that (a1`1 + · · · + ak1`k1 )2 ≤ (a21 + · · · + a2k1 )(`21 + · · · + `2k1 ).
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Fig. 2. Round-robin tree of depth 2.
2.2. Round-robin trees
The round-robin tree, RR-tree for short, is used extensively in [1–3]. Such a tree can be used to represent a periodic
sequence by the following rule: (a) Visit the root node R first; (b) When a node is visited, the next node to visit is its next
child node from left; (c) When a leaf node is visited, output its label and go back to R and repeat. Thus, the RR2-tree (an RR-
tree of depth 2) in Fig. 2 represents the sequence, ACFBDGAEFBCG · · · . Note that the period of a leaf node in the generated
sequence is the product of the degree of its parent node and the degree of the root node [3]. A tree has a unique parenthesis
representation in an obvious way. For example, the tree in Fig. 2 can be represented as ((A, B)(C,D, E)(FG)).
3. Lower bounds
From (5), k1 = T/b is the minimum number of s1 that we need to satisfy (3) and under k1 = T/bwe can satisfy (3) only
if we schedule s1 at equal intervals of length b. Based on this we state the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3.1. An optimal schedule can be found among those schedules which have segment s1 at equal intervals. 
If this conjecture is indeed true, then the optimal FSP schedule is also optimal among all possible schedules, and limiting
the scope of search for an optimal schedule to the set of FSP schedules is justified. If it was not true, our result would still
be useful, since the FSP schedules form a practical subset of all schedules. Therefore, from now on, we shall concentrate on
the FSP schedules, and assume that s1 is uniformly spaced at equal intervals of length b = T/k1 in any schedule that we
consider, where k1 is the number of times s1 appears in the schedule.
Lemma 3.2. If k1 = T/b, then (3) is violated unless
wˆσk (t) ≤ wσ1 (t) for all t (0 ≤ t ≤ T ) and for all k (2 ≤ k ≤ m). (6)
Proof. If the condition holds, then we have (1/T )
∫ T
t=0w
σ
1 (t)dt = b/2. As we can see from the definition of d(σ ) in (2), if
(6) does not hold for any k then (3) will be violated. 
We call each portion of σ from s1 to just before the next occurrence of s1 a block. We rename segment sk as fragment fi,j,
where k = (i − 1)b + j, and define page i, Pi = {fi,j | j = 1, 2, . . . , b}, for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), where n = bm/bc, and page
n+ 1 is Pn+1 = {fn+1,j | j = 1, 2, . . . ,m− nb} ifm− nb > 0.
Lemma 3.3. To satisfy (3), each fi,j ∈ Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1)must appear at least once in every i blocks.
Proof. Suppose segment sk = fi,j does not appear in i consecutive blocks. Consider time t just before these blocks, where
we havew1(t) = 0. Then wˆσk (t) > 0, and (6) is violated. 
From Lemma 3.3, it follows that the b fragments of Pi occupy at least b(T/bi) = T/i slots in any schedule of length T . For
the first n full pages, this amount to
∑n
i=1 T/i = THn. Since we have c channels, we must have THn ≤ Tc , hence
Hn ≤ c. (7)
This is a well-known inequality, and it gives an upper bound on n in terms of c [9]. Let h(c) denote the maximum n
satisfying (7).
Lemma 3.4. The following formula gives a lower bound on the normalized average waiting time:
0.5/(h(c)+ 1). (8)
Proof. Recall that we have n = bm/bc ≤ h(c). The maximum possible ratiom/bmay satisfy bm/bc = h(c). For suchm and
b, we have h(c)b ≤ m ≤ h(c)b+b−1 < b(h(c)+1), fromwhichwe get 0.5b/m > 0.5b/(b(h(c)+1)) = 0.5/(h(c)+1). 
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Table 2
Lower bounds on normalized average waiting time when c channels are used [16]
# of channels (c) 1 2 3 4
1/(ec − 1) (fixed-delay) 0.582 0.157 0.0524 0.0187
Lower bound (11) 0.5 0.139 0.0465 0.0166
Lower bound (8) 0.25 0.125 0.0455 0.0161
# of channels (c) 5 6 7 8
1/(ec − 1) (fixed-delay) 0.00678 0.00248 0.000913 0.000336
Lower bound (11) 0.00604 0.00221 0.000813 0.000299
Lower bound (8) 0.00602 0.00220 0.000812 0.000299
Let us compare this lower bound on the normalized average waiting time with the lower bound 0.5/h(c), corresponding
to the harmonic upper bound of h(c) listed in the first row of Table 1. The ratio of the two is given by
h(c)+ 1
h(c)
= 1+ 1/h(c). (9)
Since h(c) ≥ 226 for c ≥ 6, the second term is negligible for c ≥ 6. It is shown in [15,16] that
h(c)/[1− (c − Hh(c))] (10)
is the tight upper bound onm/b. Thus the following theorem is immediate:
Theorem 3.5 ([16]). Let c denote the number of channels, and let h(c) be the largest integer satisfying Hn ≤ c. The FSP schedules
have the following tight lower bound on the normalized average waiting time:
0.5b/m ≥ 1− (c − Hh(c))
2h(c)
. (11)
We can show that the right-hand side of (11)> (8) using the inequality c −Hh(c) < 1/(h(c)+ 1). Table 2 (except for the
last row) summarizes and compares various lower bounds. The values of ‘‘HBW Upper bound’’ in Table 1 were computed
using (10), and those of ‘‘Lower bound (11)’’ in Table 2 were computed using (11).
4. Harmonic block windows scheduling
We briefly mentioned HBW schedules in Section 1. It is known that the HBW schedules are optimal among the FSP
schedules [16]. Conjecture 3.1 provides an additional motivation for studying this class of schedules.
In the rest of the paper we let n = h(c) for simplicity. Except in the trivial case where c = 1 (hence n = h(c) = 1), by
taking advantage of the ‘‘excess bandwidth’’, c−Hn,4 we can schedule fragments of n+ 1 pages, where |Pi| = b (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
and |Pn+1| < b, provided b is sufficiently large. (Recall the definition of page Pi just before Lemma 3.3.)
4.1. Shifted harmonic windows scheduling
Suppose that, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, a positive integer (window size)wi is associatedwith segment i. A schedule σ is called a
windows schedulewithwindows {w1, w2, . . . , wm} if segment i appears at least once in everywi slots inσ [1]. Ifwi = i+d−1,
we call σ a shifted Harmonic Windows schedule with shifting parameter d−1 [2,8]. With such a schedule, if a user who tunes
in at an arbitrary time starts downloading at the next slot boundary, then s/he can start viewing at the beginning of the dth
slot. The idea behind Fixed-Delay Pagoda Broadcasting due to Pâris [13] is very similar, but Fixed-Delay Pagoda Broadcasting
is not an FSP but a fixed-delay scheme. If its fixed delay is set to b slots, then the waiting time is always exactly b slots, which
is both the maximum and average, and its normalized waiting time is lower bounded by 1/(ec − 1).
4.2. Harmonic block windows schedules
Recall the notation dσ ( ) from Section 2. A HBW schedule σ with block size b is a schedule such that dσ (kb) = 0 for all
k = 0, 1, . . . . Given a HBW schedule σ with block size b, for any k = 0, 1, . . . , we refer to the portion of σ from σ(tkb)
to σ(tkb+b−1) as a block of σ . With such a schedule the video can be displayed continuously starting at any block boundary.
It is true that any HBW schedule with block size b is a shifted HW schedules with shifting parameter b − 1 [2]. However,
the converse is not true. In the HBW scheme, the user can start to view the video at the first block boundary after tuning in,
4 Hn is not an integer if n ≥ 2.
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Table 3
A shifted HW schedule with shifting parameter 2
Ch 1 s1 s4 s7 s1 s5 s8 s1 s4 s9 s1 s5 s7 s1 s4 s8 · · ·
Ch 2 s2 s6 s3 s10 s2 s12 s3 s11 s2 s6 s3 s10 s2 s12 s3 · · ·
Channel 1 transmits sequence ((s1)(s4 , s5)(s7 , s8 , s9)) and channel 2 transmits sequence ((s2 , s3)((s6 , s12)(s10 , s11))).
Table 4
An example of a block-uniform schedule
Ch 1 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3
Ch 2 f2,1 f3,2 f2,3 f2,2 f3,3 f3,1 f2,1 f4,1 f2,3
Ch 1 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3
Ch 2 f2,2 f3,2 f3,1 f2,1 f3,3 f2,3 f2,2 f4,1 f3,1
(The third and fourth rows are continuations of the first and second rows, respectively. The vertical lines in the table indicate block boundaries.)
Fig. 3. RR2-tree representation of the schedule in Table 4.
without waiting for the bth slot boundary before starting, which helps to reduce the average waiting time. To illustrate this
difference, consider the following shifted HW schedule for c = 2 channels in parenthesis representation5:
Channel 1: ((s1)(s4, s5)(s7, s8, s9)) ; Channel 2: ((s2, s3)((s6, s12)(s10, s11)));
Table 3 shows the actual sequence. It is easy to verify that in this schedule, segment i appears in every window of size
i− b+ 1, where b = 3, in other words, this is a shifted HW schedule with shifting parameter 2. Let us see if dσ (3) = 0 for
this sequence, to check for the condition for an HBW schedule with block size b = 3. Clearly, we have wˆσ1 (3) = wˆσ2 (3) = 0.
However, we have wˆσ1 (3) = 1, implying dσ (3) ≥ 1. This implies that a userwho tunes in at time t3will starve for segment s3.
Note that the average waiting time of a shifted HW schedule with block size b is the duration of b − 0.5 slots, while
the average waiting time of a HBW schedule is the duration of b/2 slots. For shifted HW schedules this implies that the
maximum waiting time and average waiting time become almost the same as b is increased, since b − 0.5 ≈ b for large b.
So, for the purpose of reducing the average waiting time for shifted HW schedules, it is counter-productive to increase the
shifting parameter.
4.3. Block-uniform schedules
If a fragment appears exactly once in every i blocks, it is said to have block period i. A schedule σ is said to be block-
uniform if for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , b− 1}, the number of fragments with a particular block period i (1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1) contained in
σ(tkb+j) depends only on j and is independent of k [16]. Our heuristic scheduling algorithm, named Promotion, presented in
Section 5 generates only block-uniform schedules, to avoid complex scheduling decisions. However, as we shall see, despite
this constraint, the average waiting time of the generated schedules approaches the lower bound on the average waiting
time of the general FSP schedules.
Example 1. Table 4 shows a simple example of a block-uniformHBW schedule for the case of c = 2 channels and block size
b = 3. Note that this example is not an optimal schedule for the case c = 2 and b = 3. The fragments of three ‘‘full’’ pages
P1, P2, P3 and one ‘‘partial’’ page P4 = {f4,1} are scheduled. Channel 1 is used solely for the fragments of P1, while Channel 2
is used to schedule the remaining fragments.
Fig. 3 shows two RR2-trees that together represent the schedule in Table 4. The subtrees of the two RR2-trees are visited
together in a round-robin fashion. Observe that the degree of a subtree is the block period of the fragments assigned to the
subtree. For example, the three leaves (i.e., f3,2, f3,3 and f4,1) of the second subtree for Ch2 each have block period 3. 
Given a schedule σ with block size b, the offset of a fragment contained in σ(tkb+j) is j− 1, regardless of k, provided the
same fragment does not appear earlier in the same block. The conditions for a c-tuple sequence to be a valid HBW schedule
are given in the following theorem [16]:
5 This example was provided by an anonymous referee.
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Fig. 4. Algorithm Promotion (c = 2, b = 3): (a) Initially all child nodes of the roots are unallocated; (b) After five rounds of Promotion.
Theorem 4.1. A block-uniform sequence of c-tuples of fragments, σ , is a schedule for n+ 1 pages on c channels if and only if for
all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n+ 1} and for any fi,j ∈ Pi one of the following holds:
(a) Fragment fi,j has block period< i in σ .
(b) Fragment fi,j has block period i in σ and its offset ≤ j− 1. 
5. Implementation
5.1. Algorithm Promotion
To avoid complex scheduling decisions, our greedy heuristic scheduling algorithm generates only block-uniform
schedules that can be represented by RR2-trees. We start with c trees of depth 1 such that each tree has b child nodes
under the root. We align the c trees vertically in such a way that, for all k (1 ≤ k ≤ b) the kth child nodes of all the trees are
aligned vertically. See Fig. 4(a).
The kth child node of each tree is said to have offset k − 1. Each child node is initially ‘‘unallocated’’, and we will assign
subtrees of fragments to those child nodes. The ‘‘rightmost unallocated node’’ will refer to the kth unallocated node in some
tree, where k is the largest among all trees. Startingwith γ = f11f12 · · · f1,bf2,1f2,2 · · · f2,b · · ·, we follow the rules given below:
Promotion:
(1) Let fi,j be the first fragment of γ .
(2) (a) If there is an unallocated child node of the root of some treewith offset≤ j−1, then attach a subtreewith degree i to
the rightmost such node, and assign the first i fragments of γ to the leaves of the subtree. Remove those fragments
from γ .
(b) Otherwise, attach a subtree with degree i− 1 to the rightmost unallocated node, and assign the first i− 1 fragments
of γ to the leaves of the subtree. Remove those fragments from γ .
(3) If there is no unallocated child node of any root, then stop. Else go to Step 1. 
Executing Steps 1–3 once constitutes a round of Promotion. The correctness of Promotion follows easily from
Theorem 4.1.
Example 2. As a result of the first round, for example, a subtree of degree one is attached to the leftmost child node of the
tree for Channel 1, and fragment f1,1 is assigned to its leaf. Fig. 4(b) shows the situation after five rounds, processing the first
seven fragments of γ . Fig. 3(b) actually shows the final result after six rounds. Despite the constraints of block-uniformity
and use of RR2-trees, the average waiting time of the schedules generated by Promotion approaches the tight lower bound
on the average waiting time of the FSP schedules, as we shall see in the next section. 
5.2. Fragment Assignment Table (FAT) for HBW scheduling
Let c be the number of channels and b be the block size. A Fragment Assignment Table (FAT ) is a c × b table for a set of
c RR2-trees with root degree b, one for each channel such that the jth column in the ith row represents the jth subtree of the
RR2-tree for channel i.
Example 3. Table 5 shows a FAT constructed by Promotionwhen c = 2 and b = 19.6 The row labeled Ch 1 (Ch 2) has one
entry for each subtree of the RR2-tree for Channel 1 (2). The first 19 fragments of γ , f1,j, j = 1, . . . , 19, are assigned to the
19 leaves of the tree for Channel 1 after 19 rounds. These 19 fragments are removed from γ , and f2,1 is now at the beginning
of γ . Since f2,1 requires block period of 2 and offset of 0, we create a subtree of degree 2 in the RR2-tree for Channel 2, and
6 We have n = h(2) = 3. Page 4 is a partial page.
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Table 5
FAT constructed by Promotion for c = 2 and b = 19
Index 1 2 3 4 5
Ch 1 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3 f1,4 f1,5
Ch 2 f2,1−f2,2 f3,2−f3,4 f2,3−f2,4 f3,5−f (a)3,7 f2,5−f2,6
Index 6 7 8 9 10
Ch 1 f1,6 f1,7 f1,8 f1,9 f1,10
Ch 2 f4,7−f (c)4,10 f2,7−f2,8 f3,8−f3,10 f2,9−f2,10 f3,11−f3,13
Index 11 12 13 14 15
Ch 1 f1,11 f1,12 f1,13 f1,14 f1,15
Ch 2 f2,11−f2,12 f4,4−f4,6 f2,13−f2,14 f3,14−f3,16 f2,15−f2,16
Index 16 17 18 19 –
Ch 1 f1,16 f1,17 f1,18 f1,19 –
Ch 2 f3,17−f3,19 f2,17−f2,18 f4,1−f (b)4,3 f2,19−f3,1 –
assign f2,1 and f2,2 there. See the row Ch 2 and column 1 in Table 5. Similarly, {f2,3, f2,4}, {f2,5, f2,6}, . . . are assigned to every
other column of the row Ch 2. The last such pair is {f2,19, f3,1}, assigned as the last subtree of the RR2-tree for Channel 2. This
means that f3,1 has been promoted (to higher frequency than a block period of 3), and γ now starts with f3,2. We need to
create a subtree of degree 3 for fragments {f3,2, f3,3, f3,4}. The ideal place for this subtree is column 2 of the FAT, since the
first fragment f3,2 can have offset at most 1. There is an empty cell there, and we place those three fragments in column
2. The next subtree is for fragments f3,5, f3,6, f3,7. The ideal column for them is column 5, but there is no empty cell in that
column. We thus shift it one column to the left into column 4, according to Step (2a) of Promotion. (See the cell labeled (a)
in Table 5.) Fragments f3,8, . . . , f3,19 are processed similarly. The ideal column for {f4,1, . . . , f4,4} is column 1, but there is no
empty cell in the column, so we promote {f4,1, f4,2, f4,3} and place them in the rightmost empty cell of the FAT, according to
Step (2b) of Promotion. (See the cell labeled (b) in Table 5.) Similarly for {f4,4, f4,5, f4,6}. Finally, {f4,7, . . . , f4,10} fit nicely in
the last empty cell. (See the cell labeled (c) in Table 5.)
The total number of fragments scheduled is f = 3b + 10 = 67, and its page-equivalent is m/b = 67/19 =
3.53 > h(3) = 3. In other words, we can exceed the harmonic bound. The normalized average waiting time is given
by 0.5b/m = 9.5/67 = 0.142.
Note that the distance between f3,2–f3,4 and f3,5–f3,7 in row Ch 2 is 2, and the distance between f3,5–f3,7 and f3,8–f3,10 is
4. None of them are exactly distance 3 apart, although the average distance is not more than 3.7 This is the flexibility of
HBW scheduling, compared to HW scheduling. The total number of subtrees with three leaves created in the FAT of Table 5
is 8, two of which are used solely to schedule the six promoted fragments {f4,1, . . . , f4,6}, and therefore, they can appear
anywhere in the FAT. See Theorem 4.1(a). 
We can shift some fragments either to the left or to the right of the ‘‘ideal’’ positions, as mentioned in the above example.
Shifting such a fragment to the left is preferred since it does not incur any additional promotion, which wastes bandwidth.
In case there is no empty cell at the ideal position or to its left, we are forced to shift it to the right with the accompanying
cost of increasing the number of promoted fragments out of Pi. During the execution of Promotion, instead of γ , we can just
maintain (i, j), if γ starts with fi,j.
6. Performance evaluation
In this section we study the performance of Promotion by simulation. The first row of Table 6 shows the normalized
average waiting time achieved by the known HW schedules that can schedule the largest number of segments. The values
are 0.5/m computed using the numbers (m) of segments in the ‘‘HW best Known’’ row of Table 1.
The middle three rows of Table 6 show the 0.5b/m values generated by Promotion for different values of block size b. In
the row ‘‘Promotion b ≤ 1000’’, the values shownmay not be for the case b = 1000, but for a smaller value of b if it leads to
a smaller 0.5b/m. The last row of Table 6 shows lower bound on the normalized average waiting time copied from Table 2
for comparison. Observe that the values in the row ‘‘Promotion (b ≤ 1000)’’ are identical to the lower bounds in the last
row up to the three significant digits.
Fig. 5 plots the performance in terms of the number of pages,m/b, scheduled by Promotion for different values of b for
c = 5. (The general trends are similar for other values of c (2 ≤ c ≤ 8).) It is seen that they approach the upper bound given
by Theorem 3.5 quickly as b is increased. In particular, for b = 20 the number of pages already exceeds not only the best
known (73, see Table 1), but an upper bound (77).
Fig. 6 plots the normalized average start-up delay 0.5b/m for different values of b for c = 5. Some lower bounds and
the best known values are also shown in Fig. 6 as horizontal lines. ‘‘Lower Bound (HBW) = 0.00604’’ and ‘‘Best Known
7 In HW schedules, the maximum distance between any two successive appearances of page 3 must be 3.
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Table 6
The normalized average waiting time for c channels
# of channels (c) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
HW Best known 0.5 0.167 0.0556 0.0192 0.00685 0.00249 0.000885 0.000328
Promotion (b = 10) 0.5 0.147 0.0505 0.0185 0.00698 0.00267 0.00103 0.000395
Promotion (b = 100) 0.5 0.140 0.0468 0.0168 0.00614 0.00226 0.000833 0.000308
Promotion (b ≤ 1000) 0.5 0.139 0.0465 0.0166 0.00604 0.00221 0.000813 0.000299
Lower bound (11) 0.5 0.139 0.0465 0.0166 0.00604 0.00221 0.000813 0.000299
Fig. 5. Promotion: Number of pages scheduled in c = 5 channels.
Fig. 6. Promotion: Normalized average waiting time (c = 5).
(HW) = 0.00685’’ are from Table 2. ‘‘Lower Bound (HW) = 0.00649’’ was computed from HWUpper bound of 77 for c = 5
in Table 1, and ‘‘Fixed-delay lower bound [1/(e5 − 1) = 0.00678]’’ is from Table 2.
Observe that the normalized average waiting time of a schedule generated by Promotion decreases quickly as b is
increased. In particular, for b = 20 it already surpasses ‘‘Lower Bound (HW)’’.
Finally, it is easy to show that the time complexity of a straightforward implementation of algorithm Promotion isO(mb),
wherem is the number of fragments and we assume that c is a constant. We can reduce it to O(b) as follows. In the FAT, we
link the empty cells in each row by a doubly linked list. Suppose that the next fragment at the beginning of σ is fi,j. We first
go to column j of the FAT. Put fi,j–fi,j+i−1 in an empty cell there if there is one. If not, find an empty cell to the left of column
j, if any, and put fi,j–fi,j+i−1 there. Otherwise, find an empty cell to the right of column j, if any, and put fi,j–fi,j+i−2 there. To
fill all cells in the FAT, it will take O(b). In this approach, instead of σ , we just maintain (i, j), if σ starts with fi,j.
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7. Conclusion
We presented a heuristic algorithm for constructing near-optimal Harmonic Block Windows schedules, and
demonstrated by simulation experiments that their average waiting time asymptotically approaches the lower bound for
all fixed start points schedules.
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